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Why
In the past decades, the sustainability debate

In Germany, the new initiative Leaders for

has seen many ups and downs since its first

Climate Action is calling upon digital entre-

milestone at the United Nations Conference on

preneurs to reduce CO2 emissions of their

Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio

businesses, drive the expansion of renewable

de Janeiro in 1992, also known as the Rio Earth

energies, and promote new technologies

Summit.

with the ″Green Pledge″.

Thanks to Greta, this debate, centered main-

To understand how founders are picking up

ly around climate change, picked up again in

on these issues, we wanted to find out what the

2019. As a result, governments and corporates

″State of Sustainability among Startups″

announced to step up their climate protection

is in Europe – the result of which can be found

efforts, funds and investment banks committed

in this paper.

to allocate larger shares for investments towards combating climate change.

Specifically, we wanted to understand what
benefits startups see in implementing sus-

A few venture capital firms followed suit and

tainability measures and what hinders them

announced new funds for climate protection

to become more engaged, so that we – as a

technologies or to shift their investment focus

sustainability consultancy and an entrepre-

towards clean-tech, renewables, and circular

neurship center – can gear our efforts better

economy technologies.

towards supporting them on their sustainability
journeys.
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Executive Summary

Key Findings

In early 2020, 282 startups – half of them from

Startups embrace sustainability

Venture Capital backing not helpful

Germany, the rest mainly from other parts of

86% of the startups we surveyed have thought

Three quarters of startups that did not re-

Europe – participated in our online survey to

about the role and relevance of sustainabili-

ceive any venture capital (VC) funding yet

share their views on sustainability. 87% of

ty for their business model. Two thirds have

have implemented sustainability measures,

them were founded no earlier than 2015, the

already actively taken measures to foster

whereas a lower number (60%) that are VC

year the United Nations launched their Sus-

sustainability within their companies in one

backed have done so. While we cannot argue

tainable Development Goals to design a “blue-

way or another.

the reasons for this, it makes clear that VCs
are currently not driving startups to think

print to achieve a better and more sustainable
Conviction beats external incentives

about sustainability. However, 26% of start-

The internal motivation of startups to en-

ups have already been approached on sustain-

To be fair: if you invite startups to participate

gage in sustainability issues clearly out-

ability topics by (potential) investors.

in a sustainability survey, you will almost cer-

weighs the relevance of external incentives

tainly find a bias in the type of participants you

to do so. Whereas 89% of startups who had

Too small to count?

attract. However, we feel comfortable with

implemented sustainability measures claim

Out of all startups that have not taken any

the data presented in this whitepaper – which

they were highly intrinsically motivated

measures yet (roughly one third of all startups),

does not claim to be representative, but rath-

when starting their sustainability journey, only

the main reasons are either the perceived

er intends to launch a more informed debate

53% did so because of substantial external

insignificance given the company size (“too

about the state of play of sustainability among

pressure or incentives.

small, doesn’t make sense yet”), other priori-

future for all”.

ties or rather a lack of time. While only 4%

recent founders.
Startups see a business case in sustainability

do not consider sustainability a relevant issue

Most startups (83%) see tangible positive

for startups at all 26% state they will soon

effects resulting from their sustainability meas-

need to address the topic.

ures, especially regarding customer acquisition
and retention (64%) and competitive advantage
(61%).
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Main Drivers

External Inquiries

A:

74 – Yes, from potential/
current investors

B:

53 – Yes, from accelerator
programs

C:

67 – Yes, from employees

D:

99 – Yes, from business
partners/customers

E:

26 – Yes, from NGOs

F:

13 – Yes, from others

When we started our survey, the working hypothesis was that only few
startups are thinking about how to integrate sustainability aspects into
their business model. We were convinced their main focus is on topics
such as product development, sales, or scaling their business.
Accordingly, we were surprised to discover that almost 90% had
already given more or less concrete thought to the issue of
sustainability. Apparently, we underestimated the effect the
increase in public attention on sustainability issues in 2019

G

has had on founders.

G: 112 – No

A

F

Did you receive inquiries/
requests regarding your
sustainability performance/
activities in the past?*

B
E

*282 Respondents, multiple answers possible

D
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Main Drivers

Ignition Points
Interestingly, the majority (89%) of the startups

Since you’ve founded your company, have you –
explicitly or implicitly – thought about the role of
sustainability for your business model?*

surveyed stated they did not first come across the

*282 Respondents

topic as a result of external enquiries, but rather
that they had dealt with it of their own accord –
many of them even before they started their own

62%

business. Our findings show that internal conviction and motivation leads to a much higher
uptake across multiple business areas, whereas
external drivers seem to merely support taking up
sustainability issues.

20%
14%

18%

16%
8%

No

Sustainability in Startups

Yes,
prior to
founding

Yes,
during
founding
phase

Yes,
when
defining
our USP

Yes,
during
fundraising
phase

Yes, while
developing
our go to
market
strategy
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A Typology

Five Categories
According to our study, two thirds of all start-

2/3

•

A share of 9% feels neither externally nor

ups have initiated sustainability-related

internally incentivized. They have still imple-

measures – but not all of them for the same

mented sustainability measures, however,

reasons. While most of them are very much

to a much lesser extent. These fellows tend

driven by internal considerations (e.g. employee

to act like "Followers".

demands), half of them build on external incentives (e.g. customer requests).

•

Only 2% of active startups were “made to do
it” by external incentives without any intrin-

•

of the startups surveyed are
already actively working on
sustainability topics –
for different reasons

Most startups who are implementing sus-

sic motivation. We call this group "Oppor-

tainability measures are both motivated

tunists". Due to the small sample size of this

internally and incentivized externally (51%).

group, we refrained from further analysis

This group, we call them "Impact Protago-

within this cohort.

nists", have integrated aspects of sustainability into most business activities and see

The remaining third of our sample has not

tangible benefits across multiple business

embarked on their sustainability journeys (yet).

dimensions.

We call them "Negligents". Most of them either
think they are too small that it does not make

•

The second group, categorized as "Rebels

sense to engage yet, or do not have the topic

With A Cause", make up 38% of active

on their agenda so far.

startups. They have invested in sustainability despite a lack of clear market incentives –
but are highly internally motivated.

Sustainability in Startups
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A Typology

Two Thirds Of Startups Are Working On Sustainability Issues

Taking all your sustainability measures into account, in sum, how important were
the external incentives and the internal drivers to initiate them?*
*188 Respondents

External incentives

high

"Opportunists"

"Impact Protagonists"

2%

51%

"Followers"

"Rebels With A Cause"

9%

38%

medium

little

none

none

little

medium

high

Internal drivers
Sustainability in Startups
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A Typology

Five Categories
Impact Protagonists

Rebels With A Cause

Almost half of our sample are "Impact Pro-

thought about sustainability before they even

"Rebels With A Cause" are the second biggest

tagonists" and the leaders when it comes to

founded, and they are convinced sustainability

group. We found these startups are mostly in-

sustainability. They have integrated aspects

will only increase in importance: 75% say it will

tegrating sustainability in their operations (63%)

of sustainability into most business activities,

be essential for their business model in five

as well as in travel policies and event design

especially in their products and services (73%),

years from now, and 60% say it will become

(61%) and their products and services (57%),

their operations (67%) and business model

even more important for their competitive-

because they believe it will benefit them re-

design (61%).

ness. And last, 84% have received inquiries or

garding customer and talent acquisition and

requests regarding sustainability, mainly from

retention (58%) as well as increase their com-

business partners or customers and investors –

petitive advantage (51%). However, they rate

a much higher rate than in the other groups.

the external tangible benefits at a much lower

93%

of this group thinks sustainability
brings tangible benefits across
multiple business dimensions

rate, and only a little more than half (58%) has
Although this group also perceives the barriers

received inquiries regarding their sustainability

to implement sustainability measures higher

performance, compared to 84% of the Impact

than the other groups – 36% say it costs a lot

Protagonists. This may explain the slightly

of resources, and 34% say it was more compli-

lower uptake of sustainability measures despite

cated than expected – they think it is worth the

high internal motivation.

effort as they clearly see tangible benefits and
are highly internally motivated and externally
The main reason for this may be that 93% of

incentivized. Half of them, however, see the

this group thinks sustainability brings tan-

difficulty to measure sustainability benefits

gible benefits across multiple business dimen-

as the biggest barrier to driving sustainability

sions, specifically concerning their competitive

initiatives.

advantage (74%) and customer and talent
acquisition and retention. Further, 80% already

Sustainability in Startups
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A Typology

Five Categories
Followers
Our third group, "Followers", are neither exter-

We can only assume that these startups do not

(26%). However, we also believe they are simply

nally nor internally incentivized, but have still

see where and how their business models could

not convinced of the topic – less than half think

implemented some sustainability measures,

actually contribute to or would be affected

it will become more important for their com-

however, to a much lesser extent than the other

by the topic of sustainability and want to avoid

petitiveness in the future and 30% have never

groups. They are most active in integrating sus-

"greenwashing" their activities. One startup

even thought about the role of sustainability for

tainability in their operations (63%) compared

stated, “It feels fake, when the company isn't

their business model. In addition, 62% have not

to other measures but perform clearly below

really in the field of sustainability or greentech

received any inquiries or requests on sustaina-

average in all other fields.

or anything like that”. This group is also facing

bility – the highest share among all groups.

some lack of direction on how the topic of susThis may be because only 38% of Followers

tainability is going to evolve: only 25% believe

Among the answers, we also found a lack of

think that their investments in sustainability

sustainability will become essential for their

direction and knowledge on how to start on

will reap tangible business-related benefits.

business model as compared to 75% among

the topic: For example, one survey participant

Customer acquisition and retention (25%)

Impact Protagonists and 50% among Rebels

argued: “We are not quite sure what we can do on

and competitive advantage (19%) are the areas

and Negligents.

sustainability”. Others state a lack of resources

where they see some benefits, but again, at

as a barrier: “We don’t want to pay extra or limit

a much lower rate than their peer groups. In

ourselves” or “we have not taken action due to

addition, only half has received inquiries on

Negligents

sustainability. And last, only 38% has thought

lack of cash”. It seems that not only among corporates but also among startups it is a precon-

about the role of sustainability for their busi-

"Negligents", one third of our sample, have

ceived notion that sustainability will cost extra

ness model before they founded, and the

not initiated any sustainability measures yet.

rather than that it can save money and bring

same percentage still has not thought about it

They quote the main reasons for that to be

you on a better path for long-term success. For

up until today, which shows their low internal

their insignificant size (33%), that it has not

most startups, however, it simply feels “too

motivation.

been on their agenda so far (29%) or that they

early” to become active.

did not have time yet but will address it soon

Sustainability in Startups
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A Typology

Reasons For Negligents Not To Engage In Sustainability
The important question is, what can change
the minds of these Negligents? Most of them
state they would consider implementing sustainability measures if customers asked for it

What are the reasons for not having actively taken or
initiated any sustainability measures yet?*
*94 Respondents

(64%) or if they saw tangible business benefits
regarding sales or profits (57%). But even here,
their company size (“we are too small now”),
the perceived lack of benefits (“does not affect
performance of the company”) and lack of

33%

direction (“if I had a plan to do it,…”) is hinder-

29%

ing them to become involved, although many
of them see the need and have the will to work

26%

on sustainability topics (“we must take action, it

22%

is the right thing to do”).

20%

20%

6%

We are
too small,
makes no
sense

Sustainability in Startups

Not been
on our
agenda
so far

Haven´t
had the
time yet

Business
model has
no repercussions

No
requests
so far

Deprioritized
for next
1-2 years

4%

Not
relevant for
startups

Other
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Benefits &
Challenges
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Benefits & Challenges

Who's Doing What?
When it comes to implementing sustainability,

In which fields have you actively taken or initiated sustainability
measures in your startup?*

most startups start with the obvious, optimiz-

*184 Respondents

ing their operations (64%), such as purchasing
green energy, optimizing logistics, reducing
water consumption, waste and resource consumption. Most likely, these activities are not

70 %

driven by sustainability ambitions, but rather
the economic benefits of doing so. Further,

60 %

many startups initiated measures around their
products and services (61%) and their business model design (52%). Less important are
measures around human resources (40%) or
partner selection (43%).

50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
Impact Protagonists

Sustainability in Startups

Rebels With A Cause

Followers

Operations

Travelling & events

Partner selection

Staff

Product/services

Business model design
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Benefits & Challenges

Benefits Of Implementing Sustainability
What tangible business-related benefits resulting from your
sustainability measures have materialized or do you expect?*

83% of startups that have invested time and
money in sustainability are convinced that
it leads to tangible business-related benefits,
mainly regarding creating competitive advan-

*184 Respondents

tage (61%) and attracting and retaining customers (64%) as well as new talent (57%). Direct
impact on the bottom line (increased profits)

70 %

as well as reduced risk or better access to capital are expected only by a small share.

60 %

Interestingly, though, while most startups see

50 %

the positive impact of sustainability on their
revenue growth, they do not think that it will

40 %

help them in regards to increasing their profits:
the positive impact on revenue growth is perceived to be much higher (47% on average)

30 %

than a positive impact on profits (only 21% on
average). As sustainability measures related

20 %

to products and services often entail increased
costs for redesign, these results do not come

10 %

as a surprise.

0%
Impact Protagonists

Rebels With A Cause

Followers

Revenue growth

Customers acquisition & retention

Access to capital

Competetive advantges

Talent acquisition & retention

Reduced risk exposure

Sustainability in Startups
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Benefits & Challenges

Barriers
As we asked the startups what hindered them

What were the biggest barriers in reaping benefits from the
measures you initiated?*

to implement sustainability measures in the

*188 Respondents, multiple answers possible

uncovered the same barriers any organization

first place or to reap even more direct benefits, the answers were little surprising as they
embarking on its sustainability journey faces:
it is first and foremost the vagueness of the

22
It has kept us
from more
important things

concept of sustainability and the associated

91
Because it is
hard to measure
sustainability

lack of direct measurability.
Managing sustainability is full of potential
target conflicts and hence consumes a lot of
resources and time. But as our survey shows,
most of the startups that invested these resources had good reasons and received bene-

57
It cost a lot
of resources

50
It was more
complicated than
we expected

Sustainability in Startups

fits in return.
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Conclusions

Positive Outlook
This paper is only the start of our efforts to support startups and venture
capitalists to get engaged in the topic of sustainability. Building upon what the
Leaders for Climate Action have started concerning combating climate change
and CO2 emissions, we will publish further whitepapers this year with
specific, clear and actionable sustainability guidelines for startups and
venture capital firms on how to integrate sustainability in their strategies,
products and operations. We hope these insights will help more founders and
VCs to become active and contribute to shifting the economy towards a more
equal, just and environmentally- and climate-friendly world.

In five years from now, do you think sustainability
will have become…*
*282 Respondents

55%

… essential for our business model to be viable

52%

… more important for our competitiveness

… less important

… obsolete, because it´s all just a buzz

… i don´t know

Sustainability in Startups

1%
2%
13%
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Conclusions

Three Essential Points

ents, even Negligents, think sustainability

1. Sustainability among startups
needs professionalization:

3. We need pragmatic sustainability
guidelines for startups:

will become more important in the future,

While sustainability has been largely professio-

Many startups do not know where to start.

and a large share state they need more direc-

nalized within the corporate world with clear

We believe they need to think about their

tion or clarity on how to address this topic,

standards and guidelines, there is still a long

(potential) impact on the economy as well as

there are three things we would like our

way to go for startups. Yes, measurability will

on society and the environment right from the

readers to take away from this paper:

constitute a challenge here, too, but we are con-

start and know their levers to make this impact

vinced that professionalization and a more

as positive as possible. Therefore, we think it

profound understanding of sustainability

is time for clear, pragmatic and actionable

and its associated transformations will help

guidelines that will help startups understand

startups to spearhead the required transitions

how to approach the issue and show that it

into the future.

does not cost a lot of resources and will benefit

As almost all (93%) of our survey respond-

26%

of the startups have already
been approached on
sustainability topics by investors.

and help you to build long-term success.

2. Venture Capitalists need to step up
their game and take responsibility:
Venture Capital firms need to take a larger
part in this as role models and drivers, as they
do have the power to educate and influence
startups and the next generation of business
leaders.
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